
Professor, Dr. of  Economy Zahid Farrukh Mammadov’s social and scientific 

activities 

 

1. Z.F.Mammadov is the member for international scientific council of the 

journal “Öngörü” which is the broadcasting body of the Turkish Asian 

Center for Strategic Studies (www.tasam.org). 
 

2. He is the member for the Board of dissertational works established to get the 

scientific degree of the Candidate of Economy in Azerbaijan State Economic 

University since 2000, later the member for the Board of dissertational 

works established to get the scientific degree of the Doctor of Economy. 

3. He was appointed the coordinator for the working group consisting of the 

scientists by the order (N16) on 29.01.2009 of the Presidium of Azerbaijan 

National Academy of Sciences. 

4. Later he was appointed member for the council of problem in economy by 

the decision N6/4 on 22 December 2009 of the Republican Organization and 

Coordination Council of Research works. 
5. Z.F.Mammadov is the member for international scientific council of the 

journal “Öngörü” which is the broadcasting body of the Turkish Asian 

Center for Strategic Studies and member for the editorial board of the 

international scientific publication “Вестник Финансовой Академии» of 

the Financial Academy under the Government of RF. 

6. He often takes part as an expert in different TV programs on economic 

policy conducted by Azerbaijan Government. 

7.  He was appointed the member for the expert council on economic sciences 

according to the specialty code 08.00.10 - Finance, Money turnover, credit” 

by the decision (protocol N10-R) on 30. 05. 2008 of the Presidium of the 

Higher Attestation Commission under the President of the Republic of 

Azerbaijan, re-appointed for the member on 06.02.2009 (protocol N02-R) 

and appointed Deputy Chairman of the expert council by the decision on 

19.02.2010 (protocol N04-R) of the Presidium of HAC. 

8. He is a member of the Scientific- Methodological Council of the Ministry of 

Education of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Department of Administration// 

Azerbaijan Republic Ministry of Education’s Decree №534 signed on 

09.04.2012 


